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NUMBER 9

FIESTA CHAIRMAN
RESIGNS POSITION
Center Is

Flooded
By Vandals
In a) display of juvenile vandalism, which might have led to serious results, someone turned on the
water taps in the cellar of the Student Center, Saturday night, flooding the men's shower room to a
depth of ten inches of water.
The level of the water sloshed
over into the boiler room before it
was checked, and was dangerously
close to the electric motors there.
Carl Gill, Manager of the Student
Center, found the water a t its
deepest at 8:30 PM Saturday, and
checked the flow.
Whoever is responsible for the
vandalism
had turned on the four
i,,„ „
j , / . , . i u %.\i^yt:u. iiie iiiucpciiueiii, uieu s l a i e n t INiglil tropny
for Lambda Chi Alpha, is being congratulated by last week's finals taps in the basins, and had plugged
all the drains with stoppers and
emcee. President Paul A. Wagner.
,
paper towels.
After Mr. Gill had left, the vandals again turned on the water and
plugged the drains. This was not
(Continued on page 3)

Wagner To Tap Three
To Handle $38,000 Fresh

By JOHN O'KEEFE
A three-man committee will work at the beginning of the winter
term on administering the $38,000 Hamilton Holt Scholarship and
Loan Fund President Paul A. Wagner and Mr. Tiedtke, college treasurer, announced last week.
The Fund has been helped by the addition of $1,191.00 profit of
last year's Student Council-sponsored Fiesta.
The committee will consist of two college representatives and one
Winter P a r k representative, all to be appointed by President Wagner
a t the beginning of the winter term.
The committee will have full responsibility in administering the
fund as they see fit. It will be administered preferably as a loan
agency for students according to
Tiedtke.
Inaugurated during President
The Morse Gallery of Art is
Hamilton Holt's last year here, the
fund is spark-plugged by a i / a n o n y - showing a group of paintings enmous donor's offer to match, up to titled Development of Impression$500.00, t h e money contributed by ism. The exhibition includes works
Winter Park, Maitland, and Eatonby Arthur B. Davies, John Sloan,
ville residents, the only stipulation
being that the money be contrib- Albert Pinkham Ryder, Corot,
uted by individuals with no one Renoir and Manet. Thus it* incontribution in order to be matched cludes works by those who fol(Continued on page 12)
lowed its principle of painting light
and also those who took some imCALENDAR OF EVEXTS
T h u r s d a y , Weeember 7
pressionist characteristics and carB a s k e t b a l l — U . of M i a m i — O r l a n d o
Davis Armory.
ried them into romanticism.
7:00 PM R a c e R e l a t i o n s .
Chapel
Conference Room.
Even though it is now out of
7:15 FM P u b l i c a t i o n s Union. W o o l favor with the a r t critics, imson H o u s e .
8 15 PM T h e Sl.-idwoman of C h a i l pressionism is perhaps the most
lot. A n n i e l i u s s e l l T h e a t r e .
Friday, necenibor 8
8:00 PM A l p h a P h i S n o w Ball. popular school of art with the pubDiibsdread.
Development of Impression8 15 PM T h e Madwomnii of C h a l l - lic.
lot. A n n i e R u s s e l l T h e a t r e .
ism is of special interest to students
Saturday. December 9
1:30 PM Choir r e h e a r s a l f o r t h e
of a r t who care to wrestle with
C h r i s t m a s Service.
8:15 PM T h e M a d w o m a n of C h a i l - such problems as, Is impressionism
lot. A n n i e R u s s e l l T h e a t r e .
S u n d a y . D e e e n i b e r 10
only a recording of the visual im9:45 AM Chapel.
11:00 AM After Chapel Club,
age, or is it also creative?
6:15 P M C h r i s t m a s Service.
K n o w l e s M e m o r i a l Chapel,
Development of Impressioinsm
8:30 P.M C h r i s t m a s Service.
will remain on view through DeK n o w l e s Memorial Chapel,
M o n d a y . D e c e m b e r 11
5:45 PM A n n u a l B e a n e r y C h r i s t - cember 14, and will be followed imm a s P.artv,
mediately Thursday night by The
7:00 PM A n n u a l C h r i s t m a s P a r t y
Morse Gallery of Art's^ annual
in t h e Center,
T u e s d a y , D e c e m b e r 13
Christmas Picture which will reB a s k e t b a l l F i l m in Rec H a l l .
O.D.K.—Sponsored movie.
main on view Thursday from 7-10
7:00 PM Spur C o m m i t t e e on Conference Plan.
SandHl>ur office. PM and Friday from 10:00 AM to
7:30 PM C h r i s t m a s Service.
10:00 PM.
K n o w l e s M e m o r i a l Chapel.

Noted Artists
Work Shown ot
Morse Gallery

man Wins
Speech Trophy
Jean Clark, Rollins freshman,
snatched the Hamlet Trophy from
ten other speakers of the Speech
Society at their second meeting of
the year last Thursday in Woolson
House.
She presented a humorous oration on The Intellectual Life at
Rollins to gain possession of the
cup for one month. If she makes
the best speech at two more of the
monthly meetings, she will be
awarded permanent possession of
the cup whicl) was hand wrought by
the sponsor. Dr. William Whittaker.

Council Votes Cards
For House Mothers
By ALIDA BRANGS
Fiesta Chairman, Dick Vreeland turned in his resignation to the
Council, "for personal and financial reasons" Monday night at the
last Student Association meeting for the year in the Alumni House.
At the meeting Council also passed a bill to allow housemothers to
purchase a Student Association card a t $35 a year. New election bylaws were approved and tabled for a final decision until Council
reconvenes in January.
Dick Vreeland's statement read, "At the present time a situation
exists which forces me to consider my personal welfare above my
responsibilities to the Student
Council. I regret that I am not
in a financial and social position
that would enable me to fulfill my
obligations to the council, regardless of personal consequences.
"I believe t h a t when you accept
the t r u s t and leadership of your
fellow man you must be willing to
Charles Hyde P r a t t , editor of place t h a t duty above all else. Only
the Florida Magazine of Verse has in so doing do you become worthy
announced the devotion of several of the right to lead. This is my
pages of that magazine ^o the philosophy. I can not compromise
it and due to certain personal inpoetry of Dr. Willard A. Watties,
fluences I can no longer live up to
who died here recently. Mr. Pratt,
(Continued on page 12)
who has given Dr. Wattles this
tribute, was perhaps his closesi
friend.
Dr. Wattles, poet, educator, a n j
scholar, was a well-loved teacher
The ever busy Freshman class
here a t Rollins. Three volumes of
his poetry have been published by met Wednesday, December 6th, in
the Annie Russell Theatre when
E. P . Dutton and Co. The best
President Bill Wilkinson set a date
known of these is his Lazarus in for the Freshman Skip Day and
Gethsemane, a collection of re- Mrs. Dean's English class presentligious poetry. This was publishe i ed a short program.
In order to keep professors and
by Dutton in 1918.
upper-classmen aware of the abAmong the others giving tribute
sence of Freshmen, they decided to
to Dr. Wattles in the Florida Mag- withhold the date of Skip Day. This
azine of Verse, are Stella Weslon will prevent professors from givTuttle; Hamilton Holt, Honorary ing extra assignments over Skip
President of Rollins College; Paul Day.
Mrs. Dean's freshman English
Wagner, President of Rollins Colclass presented a short program
lege; and Hannah Kahn, Miami entitled "Four types of men we
poetess.
(Continued on Page 3)

Dr. Woffles'
Poefry In
Flo. Mogozine

Acfive Frosh
Skit ond Skip

KTIRRICANE TONIGHT

Rollins Blue and Gold basketeers face an maugural t i n wiin m e Hurricanes up from the U. of Miami tonight in Orlando Armory. The fray, which promises to be exciting, will feature the Tar squad above.
Front row: F r a n k Barker, Pete Fay, Everett Williams, Jim Kelly, Tim Chilton, and Bill Ross. Second row:
John De Carville, Dick Seller, Bud Fisher, Delton Helms, Jim I'ay, Francis Natolis, and Ken Mason.
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EDITORIAL

Still No Clear Plan

So They Say
By HAL SUIT

Inasmuch as the present deity of
the Far East, General Douglas Arthur MacArthur, II, found it proper
to discuss the Korean situation in a
JOCULAR vein, we will temporarily
take the same privilege to chew over
the present British-French-USA Jiubbub that Mac helped create.
Once upon a time:
There was an old woman who lived
in a shoe.
She had, so many children, she didn't
kfiow what to do.

I can't ever recall anyone ever taking a census on the children, nor can
I remember any description of the
physical characteristics of the footgear. Just for the sake of an argument, let's say that it was an old,
dignified, respectable RIGHT shoe.
You might say, conservative by nature. On the other hand, whether
myth or reality, this battered piece of
merchandise must have had a mate.
It woqld have to be a LEFT shoe,
thereby automatically possessing certain identifying traits. Since we've
already taken rather extensive lib
erties with one of the gems of Mother Goose literature, we may as well
go all the way,
So:

Three Deans Define Conference PIan

Editor of the Sandspur:
In your editorial "Hocus-Pocus
Plan," you state that your study of
the reports of the findings of the students' and faculty's investigation last
year of the Conference Plan leads you
to the belief that there is no such
thing, and you call for a clarification
of the definition by the time college
convenes for the winter term. As
a result of your conclusion you term
our explanations of the educational
plan "hocus-pocus," which according
to the dictionary means: "nonsense
intended to conceal deception." We
are all for calling a spade a spade,
and if that is what we do, you are
right in undeceiving all those who
have been fooled into coming to Rollins College. On the other hand, you
use strong language, and if it is established that the Conference Plan
is a reality, whatever its deficiencies
in actual operation may be, you open
yourself to the charge of irresponsibility in the press.

primary aim.
Teamwork and cooperation, based
on mutual purposes and interests
between the faculty and students disi
appear when established ways of
working and living together are
ignored. Instructors can not establish themselves as guides and friends
in the minds of students when they
must "require" work assignments
"require", class attendance, when they
meet classes and conferences with
students who are unprepared and uninterested. In such circumstances
the administration and faculty must
become disciplinarians, and treat students as immature people, not capable of self direction.
The Conference Plan calls for a self
'disciplined faculty and self disciplined
students disciplined in the sense that
they both meet all their obligations
to each other without duress and
without pressure. (We use the word
discipline to mean that the individual
governs himself by inner and self imposed standards of conduct.)
The real way to judge the Conference Plan is to appraise the character
of Rollins students and the student
body. Your program for even bolder
experimentation in education, and for
gaining for Rollins a reputation as a
leader in educational methods, is a
program which deserves the support
of all. However, you should be reminded that even Hamilton Holt did
not advance the Conference Plan as
original, or as the result of experimentation, or even as an experiment.
He simply suggested that we imitate
Socrates, and the Socratic attitudes
as well as possible under the conditions of an American college. If you
find the administration and faculty
deficient in serving you as guides and
friends you should certainly bring
the facts to light. What they are
actually doing constructively along
these lines you should also make
known.

Your editorial is evidence enough
A reply to last week's Hocus-Pocus
that, at least, confusion exists with
editorial has been penned by the
regard to the Conference Plan. This
Deans Waite, Cleveland, and Stone,
confusion lies, we believe, in the many
and is printed on column three of this
ways the Conference Plan is ex
page. The letter states that we are
pressed, and not in its interpretation
open to the charge of press irresponby the faculty. Let us start our own
sibility at the Sandspur if the Conexpression of it by the same quotation
ference Plan is in operation at Rollins
and not merely the idealistic dream we
There was an old man who lived in you use from Hamilton Holt's commencement address of 1949: "Minicharged.
a shoe.
We welcome their long and thoughtUncle Sam, they called him, with all mize marks, grades, recitations, lectures, examinations, certificates, diful letter. It expresses an adminisresfect due
plomas,
and degrees. Maximize pertrative view on what the Conference
To a man that had children, and
sonal contacts within and without the
Plan is; it suggests their view on
troubles, too.
what is the students' responsibility to
Yep—Uncle. Sam—tired, worried, classroom. Imitate Socrates . . . ".
the educational process here at Rol- and uneasy^-restlessly holding forth
What his statement means is that
lins.
i none boot. In the other ,in case the external symbols, signs, and
We will deny their charge of irre- you're wondering, is old Uncle Joe-— methods of the educational process
sponsibility by returning to our orig- complacently sucking away on his are not to be taken for education
inal premise that there is no Confer- comfortable meerschaum. You see, itself, but that the real educational
ence Plan here, at least, no definition Uncle Joe has his house pretty well process is to be found in the nature
of the phrase that the professors who in order though we will have to ad- of the person-to-person relation besupposedly teach by this method can mit his disciplinary methods could be tween faculty and students. The Conagree upon.
questioned. Not only that, but he ference Plan is not any particular
It is evident by their letter that the has more durn younguns' ready to kind of methodology, such as two
Deans believe that we have a Confer- do his bid and call than the milky way hour classes, one hour classes with inAlso, an appraisal of student acdividual and group conferences, or tivities and problems themselves
ence Plan. They seem to feel that has stars.
it "is to be found in the nature of
Now Uncle Sam has been right any other kind of arrangement of should be made. Without any imperson-to-person relationship between good to all his children, fosters in- class and conference periods. Con- putation of criticism, may we suggest
faculty and students." "The Confer- cluded. All the extra younguns' he's fusion does arise in trying to under- an investigation of such questions as
ence Plan," they go on to say, "is not taken under his wing in the past five stand the Conference Plan in terms follows, as relevant to the success
to be found in any kind of method- years he's kept well fed and clothed. of instructors' methods, varied as of the educational program at Rollins:
ology such as . . . one hour classes Fixed up all their broken toys, too. they are from time to time and from
1. How successfully does the stuwith individual or group conference Every time one of them got their instructor to instructor.
dent council represent the student
periods."
shanks skinned or a nose bloodied,
To get to the heart of the matter, body and promote its best interests?
Here is where the confusion begins. then came around rubbing a grimy we have to think in terms of the
2. Is the Rollins Center as useful
Conference PLAN implies
both fist in a damp eye, Uncle went right kinds of personal relations which may as a student activity home as it might
method and organization. In last out and bought him an all day sucker. exist between faculty and students. be?
year's study of the Plan 18 professors Course, all this has been costing the What Hamilton Holt intended to con3. How concerned are Rollins stuexpressed the belief that the Confer- rest of the children a tidy sum out of vey, and did convey on many occa- dents for the good name and good
ence Plan meant class discussion and rapidly emptying piggy banks.
sions, was the idea that faculty mem- will of the college in the Winter Park
individual or group conferences.
Naturally kids are going to fuss bers should serve as guides and community and this area generally?
Eleven profs mentioned only the class and fight. Sams and Joes have been friends of students not only in aca4. To what extent do Rollins stuas a conference. And listen to this. going at it hot and heavy lately. Even demic learning but in all phases of the dents
cut classes and to what extent
Only five of the 34 who answered the going so far as to put rocks in the education of students. The Confer- do they
meet the requirement of
questionnaire did not consider organ- snowballs. Little Johnny and Pierre ence Plan is concerned with social courses without
compulsion on the
ization as characteristic of the Con- have just been watching the scrap, and emotional development as well part of instructors?
ference Plan.
though they did send some of their as the development of intellectual
5: How well does the Sandspur disWe repeat, there is not a definition cousins to fight. Just a couple. power.
charge the functions of a responsible
Neither
of
them
liked
the
turn
of
on which those who supposedly teach
A guide is one who leads another press ?
by our broadly publicized Plan do events in the past few weeks and are who is willing to follow over an un6. Does a spirit of goodwill and
now running to Uncle to set him known course. A friend is one who
agree.
helpfulness prevail, and are students
straight.
They're
perfectly
wilHng
The contention that the Conference
shares with another common interests well mannered in their relations to
Plan should be an attitude is a fair to let Tom, Dick, and Harry do the and purposes and philosophies of life. onfe another, to the staff, to the facone. But we must arrive at some scrapping. All they want to do is The Conference Plan, then, is based ulty, and the administration?
clear definition that will be fair to guide and direct.
on the idea of teamwork and coopera7. What is the nature of the recthe students who come here expecting
Yes, siree—trouble in the shoehold tion between faculty and students. reational activities of students? Are
something they don't get. If we of Uncle Sam, and old Joe knows all If such teamwork and cooperation they interested in discussions of indon't have a Conference PLAN, it is about it. Probably has his number exist and students grow socially, in- tellectual and social matters ?
time we got rid of the word.
10s propped up, taking the weight tellectually, and emotionally, and
9. How much use do students make
off a few corns, and just drawin' graduate as adults, competent for of .our Library ?
We hope we still have a plan.
We asked for a definition by the deeper on the meerschaum.
responsibilities of marriage, voca10. How strong is the spirit of self
first of the winter term. We have the
Turning the clock back a few years tions, and citizenship, the Conference government in the student body at
Deans' definition. This week we will I like to remember a tall sparse wom- Plan is working successfully. If this large ?
go farther and say we will have a an, old at the turn of the century, result is not being obtained, then
If a realistic appraisal of Rollins
student's definition by the winter who was quite adept at handling there is a deficiency somewhere, and students reveals a loyal, industrious,
term.
strongheaded children. I always call- the College is not succeeding in its well mannered, self respecting and
Next Tuesday night at 7:00 in ed her "Grandma". Every summer
respected student body, increasingly
the Sandspur office the Spur will the greater majority of the clan be her refrigerator, also.
interested as they progress through
sponsor a meeting of the students would vacation at the old homestead
But you know, she never had much college in the affairs of adult citizenin
eastern
Tennessee.
Just
south
of
who are interested in getting an imtrouble handling any disciplinary ship, we should all decide that the immediate definition of what we think the house was a quiet meandering problems.
pact of the faculty on the student
stream. Her spring was down there,
the Conference Plan is.
body is good and that the Conference
I
can
still
remember
Grandma,
long
With a concrete definition we may too, fed from the foothills of the gingham skirts almost brushing the Plan is working. If not, we should
have something that people can dis- Great Smokies. Usually by July 4th, floor, moving rapidly through the have teamwork and cooperation m
agree or agree with in part or in whole anywhere from ten to twelve children kitchen and, without pausing, pick- building a better Rollins.
as the Conference Plan. If there is (city brats) were wreaking havoc ing up a knife.
Dean Cleveland
no such thing, we may know that, too. with everything from the stock to
Grandma was going to cut a
Dean Stone
DD-R , Gr&ndma's spring. I t happened to SWITCH.
Dean Waite
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SOME TOY

THREE

CHRISTMAS VOICES

Boys* Ranch
Established by
Juvenile Court
By DON VASSAR

Santa can't seem t o make up his mind what to do with
a scene from the Phi Mu Talent Night skit. Kit^ Johnson
girl on t h e floor. The long-legged dancing toy is Norma
gard. We haven't figured just who's behind the Santa's

this toy in
is tlie little
Jean Thagbeard.

TWO STUDENTS APPOINTED
TO MADEMOISELLE BOARD
Dallas Williams and Anne Garretson have been appointed by
Mademoiselle t o represent this
campus on the magazine's College
Board.
As College Board members, they
will r e p o r t
to Mademoiselle
on campus news, fads, fashions during the college year. They will
also complete three magazine as-

SHOW SCRIPTS
No books for this year's Independent Show have been submitted thus far. The deadline
for complete books, scripts, and
music is Januajry 7, 1951. The
writer or writers of the book
chosen will receive fifteen dollars.
Send scripts to Ann Lewis
Turley, Independent Women's
President.

NEXT SUNDAY
FREE MOVIES
Panama, the Caribbean and Mexico will highlight the Inter-American Movie Program a t Rollins College next Sunday, December 10, in
t h e Annie Russell Theatre a t 4 PM.
Pour of the six movies to be
presented will be in color and the
entire program will run for less
than one hour and fifteen minutes.
The color films are Romantic
Mexico,
a travelog;
Panama:
Crossroads of the Western World,
Holiday in the Caribbean, and Creation According to Genesis.
The black and white films on this
program are Haiti's Black Napoleon and the Caribee.
The theater doors open a t 3:30
PM. Seats are held for sponsors
in the reserve section until 3:55
PM. Seats not in the reserve section a r e open to t h e general public. A collection will be taken to
eover expenses for this educational
program for adults and undergraduate work a t the college.
FROSH SKIP
(Continued from page 1)
have known," interpreted by Mary
Drown, Allie Cheatam and Diane
Holland and three men presented
the topic, "Four types of women
we have known," by Hank Shannon, Charles Leden and Mac Meiner.
Jack O'Keefe was moderator and
led the panel discussion after the
presentation by the six members.
VANDALS
(Continued from page 1)
found until 10:30 PM the same evening. Mr. George Cartwright, Jr.,
and Mr. Carl Gill said t h a t no damage was done," but had the level of
the water reached the electric motors and outlets in the boiler room,
the situation would have been seri-

signments in a competition for one
of twenty Guest Editorships, to be
awarded by the magazine next
June.
The Guest Editors will be brought
to New York City in June to help
write and edit
Mademoiselle's
1951 August College issue, receiving a regular salary for their work.

Shell Museum
Exhibit Open
Dr. Paul A. Vestal Ijas announced
the opening of the Beal-Maltbie
Shell Museum at Rollins College.
Do you know why the name of
the Archduchess of Austria was
given to a color, or why that same
color was given to a species of
shells?
It is an interesting bit_of history that took place in Austria in
1601. If you visit the Shell Museum you will find, out the answer
to this amusing story of a valiant
lady.
This museum houses one of the
best collections of rare shells in
the U.S. Among the rare species
is the famous Gloria-Maris, or
Glory of the Sea, of which there
are only two other specimens in
this country.
The Museum is open daily from
1 till 5 p.m. weekdays and 2 till
5 p.m. Sundays.

St. Nick Arrives,
''Uncle Joe'' Goes
During Xmas Parade
Santa Glaus came to town, F r i day, December 1, in a mile long
parade of floats, bands, and 'downs
sponsored by the merchants of Orlando for the amusement of the
children and in the spirit of Christmas.
"Uncle J o e " Stalin was well taken
care of before St. Nick made his
appearance amid cheers a t the end
of the procession. Stalin's head
of cardboard was carried in a boiling pot by a tribe of painted "Indians" preparing for the feast.
The parade started a t 3:45 PM
from Exposition Park and lasted
an hour and a half. Lt. Vernon
Rogers of the Orlando Police Department estimated the total spectators a t 85,000, a record for the
annual parade.
People of all ages lined the
streets, sat on the curbs, and stood
at office windows to watch the
parade.
Of course numerous youngsters
got separated from parents but the
police had most of them found by
dark.

"Our criminal population is increasing four times faster than
the population of our country,"
Harry F . Edwards, Chief Probation
Counsellor of the Orange Juvenile
Court, stated last week while being
interviewed by a Sandspur reporter
at t h e City Hall.
"It is the purpose of this court
to prevent juveniles from growing,
into adult criminals. The juven^e
couj-t is here to guide and help—
not punish—the'juvenile delinquent
and under-priviledged."
For this purpose Homer Rodeheaver, nationally known evangelistic song leader and sacred music
publisher, is bringing to reality a
great advancement for neglected
and underpriviledged boys in Florida. He has dedicated 820 acres
of rich land bordering St. John's
River for the establishment of the
Rainbow Ranch for Boys.
The Rainbow Ranch for Boys
will be a place where unwanted
boys, boys who have broken under
the strains and insecurities of our
,present day world, are wanted. It
is, founded on the motto of the J u venile Court: " I t ' s Better to Build
Boys than to Mend Men."
Its purpose can only be accomplished through the approval and
support of the general public.
This
non-profit
organization
needs bequests both large and small
to assure its stability in the years
to come. The building program,
designed to house, feed, and school
150 youths, will start as soon as
$50,000 is accumulated through donations now being received.
Students and staff can send their
contributions to Rainbow Ranch
for Boys, Inc., Palatka, Florida.

Harvey W. Woodruff, Rollins choir director, leads his group of about
60 voices in a rehearsal. The Chapel Choir will be heard over a
nation-wide NBC broadcast on December 15.

CHOIRCHRISTMASPROGRAM
ON THE AIR DECEMBER 15
For the first time on Sunday, December 3, the Rollins Chapel Choir
recorded a fifteen minute Christmas Service to be broadcast over
the entire country on December 15
at 11:30 PM.
All who wish to hear the program should request their local
NBC station to carry the broadcast
because the local stations will not
carry the program unless requested.

The selections include Bach's " 0
Rejoice Ye Christians Greatly", as
signature, and Hoist's "Let All
Mortal Flesh Keep Silence", Tomas
Luis de Victoria's "Masters in this
Hall", and Gaul's "The Little Jesu
of Braga".
Tony Chastain of WORZ, the local NBC station, was the announcer
and coordinator of this program.
Records will be made of this program and will be for sale.

Plumer's Article
In Law Journal

REGISTRATION
Old Students
Registration for old students takes place today and
tomorrow for the Winter
term.

Mr. Richard C. Plumer, professor
at Rollins, has an article in the
current issue of the New Jersey
Law Journal entitled "Application
New Students
by the Courts of various Federal
New Students must regand State statutes to different
ister for their new courses
types of subversive activities in
from Mpnday, December 11
the United States."
through Friday, December
For the past two weeks Prof.
15.
Plumer has been confined to his
home due to illness brought on by
a service-incurred disability, but To Define The Plan
he is expected to be in good health
There will be a meeting of all
again by the middle of this month.
students
interested in defining the
Insturctor in American Government, Mr. Plumer is a member of Conference Plan a t the Sandspur
the New Jersey Bar and was As- office 7:00 PM Tuesday night, acAt the organizational meeting of sistant Attorney General before cording to Sandspur Editor Derek
the Visual Aids staff last Tuesday going in the Army from 1942 to Dunn-Rankin.
night, the following students were 1945.
appointed to head committees by
Ben Aycrigg, Visual Aids director:
In charge of the committee to
receive film requests will be Lynn
White; orders, Robert Heath; confirmations, Don Vassar; accounts,
Marilyn Shinton; news-letter, John
DeGrove; and projection arrangements, Paul Loomis.
These committee chairmen will
be forming their committees dur• Long Sleeve Sport Shirts
ing the remainder of this term.
Nylon, wool, corduroy, gabardines
Students who would like to work
with the Visual Aids Staff may
• Sport Coats
contact any of these chairmen.
Other members of the new Vis• Courier Cloth Suits
ual Aids Staff a r e : William Conomos, Kazan Barakat, Nancy Fair^eld, Robert Neuhaus, Stanley
• Lounging Robes
Rudd, and Jeryl Faulkner.
• Nylon Pajamas
At Tuesday's meeting, Gleason
Greene, who has aided in the administration of the program this
• Loafer Socks
fall, announced that by the end of
this term, fifty-eight educational
• Neck Ties
films will have been shown to
classes by eighteen different pro, • Botany Gabardine Slacks
fessors.

Visual Aids Get
New StafF For
Expanded Program

Do Your Christmas Shopping
with Walter Menges before you leave
and save all your holiday for good times

•

French Film Will
Be Shown Tomorrow
A French film, "Les Quatre Saisons", will be shown a t the French
House Friday a t 4:45. The film
will show the various seasons of
the year and their effect throughout France. Last week's educational movie showed Renaissance
architecture in France.

Swank Jewelry

Walter Menges
CLOTHIER TO MEN

206 N. Orange Ave.

Orlanflo
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This Week In Pictures

FIVE

PACKAGE FOR YOU

MADWOMAN

Sandy, our faithful postmaster, at work.
LOOK OUT BELOW

Pictured in front of Chez Francis, Dick Verigan's stunning first act setting for the second Annie Russell
play of t h e season, members of t h e "Madwoman of Chaillot" cast include, left to right, Ranny Walker, Iris
Johnson, Cyrene Palmisano, Cynthia Crawford who enacts the title role, Marsanne Di Lorenzo, Gerry
Clark. Louis Ingram, Dan Kurz, T o n j Perkins, Edw a r j jVells, .John Keene. and Fred Rogers.

ELY
INSURANCE AGENCY
General Insurance
Phone 3-8441

108 Park Ave. Winter Park

DIXON'S Shoe Shop
Mosh Woodward throws his weight on the lever that operates a trap
door he constructed for the hurrent Annie Russell hit.

528 Park Ave., South
24 HOUR SERVICE

Going Home for Christmas?
,

COLONY

I

Let

THEATRE
AIR CONDITIONED

ANDY AHIK'S GARAGE

DOORS OPEN 12:45
SUNDAY thru TUESDAY

Greer Garson
Walter Pidgeon

Ever been inside an organ? Well, our camera man has. He followed
Rollins organist Robert Kee on a tour of the loft and snapped interested tourists Jack Bookhardt, Peggy Munch, Penny Ford, and Natalie
Miller.

Give Your Car a Pre-Christmas Check-Up
AUTO REPAIRS — BATTERIES — BODY WORK
500 HOLT AVE.

PHONE 3-2101

"THE MINIVER
STORY"
with John Hodiak

WINTER PARK DRIVE-IN

WEDNESDAY thru FRIDAY

Orson Welles

THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY
1st Central Fla. Showing

"M A C B E T H"

"JOHNNY ONE-EYE"

STARTING FRIDAY

Fred Astaire
Betty Hutton

PAT O'BRIEN
—
WAYNE MORRIS
Selected Short Subjects

"LET'S DANCE"
Color by Tenchnicolor

SUN. - MON. - TUES. - WED. - THURS

"TO PLEASE A LADY"
PRAIRIE LAKE
DRIVE - IN

CLARK GABLE — BARBARA STANWYCK
ij*i>ci LJuu uiiiicj^ar teuia lu iiie piiuLuj^iapnei-, A awe uiy t^.ciuie.
By the time Sandspur cameraman Joel Hutzler took aim, Dick Baldwin
had become a radiator cap, and assorted Sigma Nus had piled into
and around the car.

THURS. - FRI. - SAT.

The Christmas Gift
That Only You Can Give

MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL ROLLINS

PE.'?SO.N.ALIZED PORTRAITS

SINGLETON'S GULF STATION

For as little as $5.00

CORNER FAIRBANKS and PARK AVENUE
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS

MICKEY ROONEY
PAT O'BRIEN

from

"THE FIREBALL"
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
F I R S T CENTRAL F L A .
SHOWING

CLAUDE JARMON
-in-

"INTRUDER
IN THE DUST"

Selected Short Subjects
BOX OFFICE CLOSES 10 P.M.

HUNTINGTON STUDIO
GULFEX LUBRICATION - TIRES - BATTERIES - TUBES

Opposite Fire Department
107 W. Lyman

Phone 4-6531

PHONE 2-7371

SIX

ROLLINS
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This Week In Pictures
Highlights €f Talent Night
HYPERTENSIVE HEART

MAMMY

^ \

Corky Scarborough came close to taking t h e cup for Delta Chi with
his Twenties Charleston routine.
PRETTIEST SIGMA N U
On the left Ranny Walker and Lou Lymbum sing a show-stopper from last year's Independent Women's
musical. It's Ed Cushing's song "My H e a r t Is Hypertensive." On t h e right Marnee Norris does a
memorable Jazz Singer routine with Al Jolson's voice on the lyrics of "Mammy" and "The Robert E.
Lee."
Both acts were guest-starred on t h e talent-studded program.
LICKER IS QUICKER

See Florida by bike

RENT ONE
$4.00 a week
$1.50 a day
.25 an hour
Reserve a bike for
The Weekend Novi?!

From

THE WOOD SHOP
258 PARK A V E .

3-3301
"Grandma" Williams and her Alpha Phi bunnies.

Wear Them Durmg the Holidays!
-riri

CHRISTMAS
SUGGESTIONS

TOYS
OFF STAGE"
^^^^'''''•'GOBBLE,

/%^/c^

HOME FOR CHRISTMAS

smnni

N O T E : CHARGES MAD E B E T W E E N NOW AND
DEC. 31st, NOT D U E 'TIL J A N . 25th

? R O c t o R f o o h / E A R LTD.
352 PARK AVE. N.

For All Ages

rROCTOR CENTRE

WINTER PARK

WINTER PARK
TOYLAND
121 E. Lyman

Ive.

D'Agostino's

TAYLOR'S PHARMACY
Prescriptions Accurately Filled
Lelong, Yardley, Germaine Montiel, Tussey, Lentheric
WINTER PARK

102 N. PARK AVE.
DIAL 4-3701

Prettiest Sigma Nu is Norma Jean Thaggard's title after she was
mistakenly billed along with partner Don Brinegar as last year's
winning Sigma Nu number.
.,

VILLA NOVA
American & Italian Dishes
Famous for Fine Foods
For a party of 20 or more
Reserve our
BURGUNDY ROOM
U.S. Hi-way 17-92
Ph. W.P. 4-2684

RIDE

GREYHOUND

Make Reservations Early
133 E. LYMAN

WINTER PARK

PH. 4-5601

For a Tasty Quick Snack
Come to the

NORTH

POLE

SPECIALTY — FROZEN CUSTARD
1399 Orange Ave.

Winter Park
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ROLLINS L I F E

BY McFALLS

Now Hear This
By DICK PARKER

Here they a r e as you can see them on the Annie Russell stage tonight
through Saturday, the madwomen from "The Madwoman of Chaillot".

CRAWFORD, WALKER STAR IN
ANNIE RUSSELL SUCCESS
By GERARD WALKER
Every so often a t t h e Annie
Russell Theater v?e see the professional touch. We see someone,
someplace on stage, who is creating
lines, and not letting lines create
him. Sometimes we have to squirm
in our seats and peer awkwardly
over heads in the theater to see it.
Sometimes we have to gropingly
observe through a maze of less
distinguished acting to find it.
But once we do we can never
take our eyes off it. And we feel
embarrassed for having paid so
little to see it.
F o r such a performance can
only be t h e result of many hours,
and months, and years, of hard,
and many times unrewarding, labor. It can only be achieved
through constant effort and application of talent. It can only be

Meet The Press
English born J e r r y Walker canie
to this country approximately ten
years ago in order to avoid the
tender blessings
that
Herman
Goering's
high
»flying Luftwaffe
fwere
bestowing
, Dn the
British
countryside.
^ After wandering
* • about vast areas
[ /
' Dn the western
• _ , ^3ide of the Atlantic, he and his brother Ranny
Finally settled on Orlando and
Rollins.
J e r r y ' s interests lie in t h e fields
of creative writing and theater.
Play-goers will remember his characterization of the diplomat in Noel
Coward's " H a y Fever" as one of
t h e most memorable of last season
and he has been seen just recently
in the role of the squire in "The
Corn is Green." He will be called
upon to write reviews of various
theatrical productions thruout the
year, those t h a t he is not an active member of, t h a t is.

J

done in the spirit of patience and
humility, and always in the firm
belief that there is always more
to learn. And it is also done
knowing you can't always |;each
j'ourself. The product, the end result, is a creation. It is t h a t rare
combination of real talent, and
technical knowledge. I t is those
major facilities with which an
actor has to work: direction and
his own inspiration. And then it
is a process of refining, distilling,
and finally bottling.
The result is Cynthia Crawford.
From the moment Miss Crawford
walked on the stage opening night,
in the title role of Madwoman of
Chaillot, her creation began and
continued consistently throughout
her entire performance. She gave
the character dignity, poise, and
expression. She didn't underplay,
nor did she overplay. Her timing
was perfect, her voice stimulating
and easy to listen to. She was
always in full command of the
stage and herself. She was agile,
accurate in movement, and unshakeable.
She did not choose
to create a ludicrous caricature
of an insane woman, as someone
less skilled might have done. Instead she played the p a r t quite
straight, and all the time playing
subtly to the imagination of the
audience.
Supporting Miss Crawford was a
cast of twenty-six, most of whom
seemed to be on the stage at the
same time, which, in my opinion,
is the major fault of the play.
Although the central action on the
stage was always obvious, one had
to strain at times to get it. Other
characters were at times distracting. The dangers of having so
many on stage are obvious, and
perhaps in this particular production, more obvious. In a professional production one might not
feel the necessity to question the
plausibility of the play in this
respect, however.
Particularly distinguished was
Ranny Walker. He gave the p a r t
of the deaf-mute body and depth,
which in the hands of a less skilled
actor again, would not have been

FRANK'S BAR & PACKAGE STORE
CHARLES HALL — Manager

ATTENTION SENIORS!

Please Pick Up Your FREE
1951 Tie Clips

THE TOGGERY

Christmas is just right around
the corner and students as well as
the professors are beginning to
get ants in their pants in anticipation of a relaxing and enjoyable
vacation. The Christmas spirit is
beginning to seep into everybody's
veins.
In Orlando, there is a pretty display of decorations overshadowing
the main streets, and soon, I understand, the town of Winter Park
will be showing off in full regalia
also.
H a s the spirit tagged you yet ?
From what I've seen and heard,
I think it has. The Christmas
scene in the talent night show a
week ago Wednesday partook to
make the spirit obvious.
When you begin to see students
laden down with packages and trying to bum a ride from someone
because of the load, you'll know
t h a t t h e Christmas spirit has taken
effect. When you hear students
talking ab«ut what they're going
to do at home, you'll know just
how much spirit there is in each
person
Last week I wrote about school
spirit. Now, by contrast, I'm going to attempt to show you how
school and Christmas spirit are related.
We attend a basketball game,
and after it's through we talk
about the thrills in the game, how
good Bill Ross was, and how much
we enjoyed it. We do the same
with Christmas. We discuss it for
weeks afterward because of the
lasting impressions it left with us.
Each kind of experience is related
because it has left us with favorable
impressions.
Secondly, a person's enthusiasm
grows as the event of Christmas
draws nearer. He gets more and
more interested, and as his excitement heightens, he begins to do a
little more Christmas shopping

J'-'h

i
^
<&
"Let's try that last passage over again with a little less organ please"

each day. As the basketball season
came closer, I noticed more talk
about it among the students. There
were articles about it in the SandPhi Betas gave their first conspur, and mounting excitement in cert of the year Sunday night a t
the players themselves who put 8:30 PM in the Winter Park Womore and more vigor into their men's Club.
playing each day.
Theta chapter a t Rollins was
Thirdly, on Christmas day the host to the Eta hapter from Stetwhole family is happily together son. Five members of the N a enjoying the pleasures and excite- tional Honorary Music and Speech
ment the holiday offers. They are Fraternity from Stetson were presurprised and elated over their sented on the program with five
presents. There is much affection Rollins women.
Doris Campbell, pianist; Shirley
and appreciation.
Christensen, soprano, accompanied
Basketball is the same way. The by Jeannine Romer; and Natalie
Rollins family is together this time, Miller, violinist, accompanied by
and each member is happy every- Katherine Carlo represented the
time Rollins makes a basket. He Winter P a r k contingent.
expresses this emotion to the felDeland's Stetson representatives
low beside him, and so on down
were Dorothy Flory, violinist, acthe line.
companied by her sister, Betty;
You can perhaps judge for your- Betty Lynn, soprano, accompanied
self if spirit is essential in any- by Ann Price a t the piano.
thing you do on campus and otherwise. In basketball or on Christmas day there is a joy which you
possible. When he finally takes cannot hide because of the judgKNIT
CROCHET
the spotlight towards the end of ment you have made in determining
the second and last act, one feels your degree of happiness.
YOUR GIFTS NOW
the entire play come to a sudden
halt, to hear his few words. His
• 100% Imported French Anrole, though smaller than many of
gora for Capes, Blouses, etc.
those in the supporting cast, was
• 100% Cashmere—So s o f < ^
a finished piece of work. He did
So Luxurious
not go unnoticed.
• 100% Wools for every purpose
Louis Ingram portrayed his char• Rayon Straw—Corde Bag
acter as the Baron, accurately and
Bases—Draw Strings and
confidently. Anthony Perkins gave
111 E. Welbourne
all kinds of materials for
a smooth performance as the First
making Handbags
Prospector, and appeared to have
himself and his lines well under
For Gifts to Give
Select your gift items at
control all the time. Fred Rogers
with Pride
added a successful comic touch,
THE
although he lacked
projection.
Robert Peck seemed to be reading
KNITTING NOOK
• Lingerie
lines in Bis p a r t as the SewerMan. Peter Robinson gave the
Orlando's Yarn Center
part of Pierre a one dimensional
• Robes
quality which became more obvious
382 No. Orlando Ave.
all the time next to Cynthia Craw• Accessories
ford who gave her part three.
P H O N E 9667
Betty Garrett was basically good,
but gave an unsteady performance.
Janet Stanaland had very good moments, but lacked a sharp, definitive quality, which could otherwise
EI Rancho Motel
have distinguisher her.
Jerry
U.S. 17-92 — The Million Dollar Highway
O'Brien was sharp and definite as
the Sergeant, well cast, too. Ed"Gateway to Orlando"
ward Wells gave a presidential,
MAITLjAND, FLORIDA
though comic air, to his part as the
bank executive.
Deluxe accommodations for your family and friends.
The Madwoman of Chaillot was
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Staugler
rated the most successful foreign
play of the season, in New York.
It has a particularly poignant,
underlying message, especially pertinent in our times. The relaDirect From a New York Engagement!
tionship between Countess Aurelia,
the "Madwoman," who lives hapTHE COCONUTS
pily in a forgotten age, and the
Hawaiian Music at its best
pestilent money barons of modern
Every Night - 8 to 12
times, constitutes an ironic twist at
the end of the play, which is sheer
artistry on t h e p a r t of the author.
The Madwoman of Chaillot is
directed by Howard Bailey. Effective lighting and sets are by Dick
Sanford-Orlando Hiway a t the Underpass
Verigan. The play will run through
Saturday, December eighth.

PHI RETAS CLICK

THE CYRI-LEE

Maitland

Inn

EIGHT

ROLLINS

^ts, Hallie Fetes
Kentucky Students

RICHARD D. KNIGHT'S
SALON OF BEAUTY
Proctor's Centre
Phone 4-3031

Only 2 Miles to

START

SHOWALTER
AIR PARK

NOW!

N O T E : CHARGES MADE B E T W E E N NOW AND
DEC. 31st, NOT D U E 'TIL J A N . 25th

&ye Proctor
PROCTOR CENTRE

Yolande Bebetze, Miss America for 19.')I. |);iiisi<l lojii; cnoimh on the
campus last week to shake hands with President Wagner, and grab
a bite to eat in t h e Center. She is shown with three Rollinsites who
escorted her about the campus. Left to r i g h t : Jeannie Volkert, Dan
Eastwood, Miss Bebetze, and Ken Brown.

Carols And Mistletoe
At Theta Open House

EXCLUSIVE LINGERIE, BLOUSES, HOSIERY
ACCESSORIES, PERFUMES

352 PARK AVE. N.

QUICK VISIT

Mrs. Hallie, Corrin housemother,
entertained last Tuesday afternoon, November 28th, for all Kentucky students a t Rollins. ,
Mrs. Hallie from Anchorage, Ky.
was assisted in serving by Mrs.
Webber, Theta housemother, formerly of Louisville and Versailles.
Dean Cleveland attended as guest.
Others invited included Ellie Hummel and Ann Lewis Turley, Richmond; J a n e Truitt, Morganfield;
Nancy Huff and Joan Hillerich,
Louisville; Betty Zane Rowland
and Jane Potts, Lexington; Elizabeth Stephens, Prestonsburg; Ibbie
White, Princeton; Jess Love, Prospect; and Jim Messer, Garrett.
Delicious "Yule" t e a , "Xmassy"
avocado cheese and potato chips,
and "frosted" grapes highlighted
the refreshment table.

Give Her Something
To Wear From Eve's
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Check Your Christmas List With

pmmjlc^Idtk

Peppermint stick punch, Christmas carols, and mistletoe made the
holiday season seem just around
GREEK P A R T I E S
the corner for those a t the open
Delta Chi's and dates receive the
house held by Theta pledges in a trophy for the most tremendous
gaily decorated Cross hall last beer p a r t y of the month. Sanlando
Thursday night.
jumped Saturday night for Jane
It was a Christmas p a r t y with Eraser and Bruce Lee, Em Hunter
frosted windows, red and green and Kay Young, Dick Elliott and
streamers strung about the room, Jean Currie, Marcia Mattox and
and dancing under the mistletoe by Gordon Hathaway, and Al (Buddy)
Hansen and a " F e t a l " substitute
candlelight.
Carolers gathered around Chap . . . Many X-Clubbers and dates enjoyed a shrimp and beer p a r t y SatMcDonnell a t the piano to sing the
urday night at Star-buck Springs.
old favorites when they weren't
It was decided Jack Large is getmunching on popcorn and pepperting to be a real Romeo! . . . The
mint sticks.
barbecued chicken a t the Orlando
Aviation Club is very t a s t y as the
Pi Phi's and their dates can tell
you. Much dancing, eating and
Seven student artists will give conversing a t the Club was enjoythe weekly recital in the Dyer Me- ed by C. A. and Pete Fay, Diane
morial Friday afternoon a t 4:30 Evans and Jimmy Fay, Windy Andrews and Scotty Witherell Phyl
p.m.
McRae and Pete Sturtevant, Barb
Those participating a r e : Mack
Swift and Jim Imand, and Mr. and
Israel and Margaret Smith, John
Mrs. Molloy . . . Lambda Chi's enPhillips, Richard Weilenman, Chesjoyed partying and swimming at
t a Hosmer and Doris Campbell
Sanlando Springs Saturday night
at t h e piano. Shirley Christenson,
soprano, will be accompanied by
Mrs. K a t h r y n Carlo.
PELICANIZERS
Luck was certainly with the
Gamma Phi's this past week-end.
Their week-end a t the Pelican was
•quite a success. W a r m weather
and lots of sun prevailed, believe it
or not.
Some brave souls went swimming Saturday evening, among
them Sam Barley and Marilyn
Shinton. Mason Cook couldn't even
wait to change his clothes before
going in. He seemed to prefer his
jeans to his bathing suit t h a t day.

RECITAL TOMORROW

H a t t i e Carnegie Gift Packages
(perfume, cologne, sachet, powder, soap)
•
•

Jewelry

•

Skirts and Blouses

•

Scarves

New Postal Building

Winter Park

The

WE'DDING

BELLS

RING

McConncll, Gray, Marvin, Kyle,
Malloy went to Miami for the Mo.
vs. Miami game . . Seen at Gainesville Fall Frolics were Ellie Smith,
Bark Shepperd, Betty Huntsman
and Billy McGregor, and Amy Nixon. Mary Ann Hobart, and Gloria
Burns went to the Georgia Homecoming . . .
OVERHEARD
The 101st. and 102nd Coondogs
have been ordered to stand by according to their commander, Robert E. De Grove. J u s t why these
Coondogs are standing by is anybody's guess . . . Barb Feidclson's
new boat has been christened
QUITURBELIAKEN. Honors to
any one who can pronounce it! . . .
The KA'S and Pi Phi's are at it
again—just where are the Pi Phi
cups and a w a r d s ? . . .
ILL NOTES
Marian Rich, who fell off a horse
early this year, is reported improving. She is now a t home but is
hoping to r e t u r n to school after
Christmas . . . Carolyn Kraus is
back a t Cloverlear minus her appendix . . . Nancy Billings has
joined Kay Kibbee at the Sanatorium with a bad cold. Both expect
to be there a few days . . .
ALUMS
KA Alums Pom Brokelhurst and
Boris Aruoff were here for the
weekend . . . 'tis good to see Bill
Carmel back from Sunny California . . .
PINNED
J a n e Smith Alpha Phi to Jacl!
McCauslin, Lambda Chi; Mini
Rohn, Alpha Phi to Ed Granberrj,
Kappa Alpha; P a t Harkens to Damon Lyons, Delta Chi; Beck?
Strickland to, Ralph Pernice, Dd'a
Chi.

For Phil Moninger X-Club, and
Gloria Weichbrodt, Kappa alum, in
Arlington, Virginia, on December
30 . . . for Bill Wittbold, KA, and
J a n e Crosbie, Gamma Phi, on DePLEDGED
ember 18 . . .
Marcia Mattox, Gamma Phi Beta;
W E E K E N D RAMBLINGS
Tommy Simmons, Delta Chi; Tim
John Vereen and J a n e Triutt, Gil Chilton, Delta Chi.
Crosby and Lucy Bright, and Don
MARRIED
Work and Iris F r y e went to the
Zelma Handler to Chuck Dawson,
West Coast for the weekend . . . '50.

SERVICE SHOE SHOP

Ny^\eV^^^'
v^^-»

p. F . HENDRICK, Owner
N E X T TO COLONY T H E A T R E

You'll Find Something for all the kind hearts and
gentle people of your home town at "The Plum".
POTTERY J U G S F I L L E D WITH FLORIDA HONEY $1.35 U P . RUM NOGGINS
IN GOLD BOX $1.35. FLORIDA J E L L I E S GIFT PACKED FOR MAILING 50c TO
$4.50. BASKETS TO $6.50. GAV XMAS BOXES PACKED WITH HOMEMADE
MARZIPAN, ASSORTED B U T T E R CREAMS, BONBONS, P R A L I N E S , COCONUT
SQUARES $1.00 LB. U P . TINS O F IMPORTED ENGLISH T O F F E E AND H A R D
CANDIES. GIFTS FOR T H E SMALL FRYS* STOCKINGS FROM 50c U P .

We Gift Wrap and MAIL ANYWHERE

Also Gift Fruit

FLOYD W H E E L E R , Manager

N E W POSTAL BUILDING, W I N T E R PARK

Has Your Car Been Thoroughly Checked
for Winter Wear?
let

DALLAS BOWER'S
COLLEGE GARAGE
Dolt.
U.S. Tire Distributor
FAIRBANKS AVENUE
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ALPHA PHIS THROW SNOW "BALL
Annual Christmas Formal
Tomorrow Night At Dubs
Rollins students will don tux and formals for the first time in
many a week a t the Alpha Phi's all college dance a t Dubsdread F r i day evening. I t will be the l a s t chance this year for the girls to
wear their long and lovely gowns before going home.
The Christmas dance is an annual affair with the Alpha Phi's
and as last year the music will be provided by Ed Gushing and his
orchestra.
Up north of the Mason-Dixon
there may be more snow than is
generally seen fluttering down upon
Dubsdread, but the Alpha Phis are
doing their best to remedy this
situation tomorrow night. When
Each Saturday Mr. Fleet Peothey say they're throwing a Snow ples, canoeing and swimming inBall, they mean it—complete with structor, takes a group of Rollins
icicles and a snow man, Christmas
students on canoeing trips to give
trees, and Santa Claus.
them an opportunity to see the
A t their annual Christmas dance
countryside.
a t Dubsdread, which begins a t
Each trip is to a different place.
eight o'clock and promises to extend holiday cheer and similar Lunch is furnished by the Beanery
spirits until twelve, t h e feminine and the trips leave from the boatpopulation of Rollins will have a house.
>.
dance to don their formals for a
The
first
of
t
h
e
canoeing
resparkling evening of dancing. Men
are allowed to sparkle in semi- g a t t a s Fleet is starting will be on
December 13th. H e suggests t h a t
formal attire.
the sororities and fraternities each
Ed Gushing and his orchestra
chose a team of ten members and
will provide music for t h e evening.
compete.
Jazz fans will be happy to hear
During the winter term moont h a t he has threatened us with a
jam session similar to t h a t of last light picnic trips will be given and
the Saturday canoeing trips will
year.
be continued.
If visions of sugar plums dance
All those who have passed their
in your head—fine. But close-up's
of honest-to-goodness food are canoeing and swimming tests a r e
r a t h e r more satisfying and t h a t is eligible.
exactly w h a t t h e hostesses have
planned. The inner-man (and woRecords
man) are invited to attend without Chapel Choir
For the Christmas season, the
reservations.
The overall picture looks like a Rollins Chapel Choir is offering
festive one, so dust off your mit- record albums a t a special reduced
tens tomorrow night, December 8, r a t e of $2.50.
All interested in buying one of
and g e t in on t h a t Snow Ball—
Alpha Phi's holiday greeting of these albums contact Clara Adolfs
at the Chapel.
Merry Christmas to all

Moonlight Canoe
Trips Are Planned

Just
the thing
for
Wearing
Around
the Dorm!
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IMPRESSIONS

The Chapel Staff is giving its
annual All-College Christmas Party
on Monday night, December 11, at
8 PM in the Student Center.
Dean-Emeritus Arthur Delano
Enyart will read Charles Dickens'
A Christmas Carol as he has done
for the past several years. This
will be followed by group singing
of the best and favorite Christmas
Carols.
Refreshments will be
served in the Center by the Rollins
Women's Association.
Enyart, former Dean Of Men at
Rollins, retired last year after being with the college since 1911. L.^
He still resides in Winter Park.
Lydia Wallace and Harry Ryder view a painting from the current
exhibit of impressionism a t Morse Gallery.
Former students have come to
associate A Christmas Carol with
Dean Enyart because he does such
a magnificent reading of it.
Many of the social groups on
campus t h a t meet on Monday eveLe Cercle Francais honored grad- tory, sang and played for the group
ning a r e asked to attend in force
following their meetings a t 8 uates of Fontainebleau, France,. of 40 students, faculty, and guests.
Although the circle encourages
November 30, in the salon of La
o'clock.
Maison Provencale at a meeting the speaking of French exclusively
New students are especially inthat featured music, punch, and a t its meetings, several of the advited not to miss what will be a
vanced and nearly all of the first
lantern slides.
new t r e a t for them to hear.
Ross Rossazza, Rollins professor year French students attending
of voice, and Dr. Helen Moore, restricted themselves to the more
professor of piano at the Conserva- facile English.

Graduates Of Fontainehlean Are
Honored By he Cercle Francais

Symphony Soloists
Competition Opened

The Symphony Orchestra of Central Florida, Yves Chardon, Conductor, announces a competition
for solo performance with t h e orchestra, open to Rollins students
in piano and voice.
The winner or winners will perform in the concerts to be given by
the Central Florida Symphony in
Winter Park, Thursday and Friday,
February 22 and 23.
Auditions will be held Saturday
evening, J a n u a r y 20, a t 7:45 PM
in Dyer Memorial. Judges will include Yves Chardon, Alphonse
Carlo and Harvey Woodruff, and
t h e decision of all cases will be
final.

BONNIE JEAN
Christmas Qijt
Suggestions

Smart Looking
Comfortable
In 3 beautiful colors

A Wonderful Christmas Gift

""''^ $3.45 AT

Gibbs-Louis
The Complete College Shop

U S E OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN

131 N. Orange

Chapel Staff To
Give All-College
Christmas Party

*

Slips $2.95 and up

*

Panties $1.25

*

Hose $1.65

•^ Attractive Leopard and
Velvet Belts $2.00 and up
*

Small Scarves $1.00

Now — This wonderful News —
Orlando

A rack of dresses — GREATLY REDUCED!
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BIG BLUE KAs Top Delta Chis

Gal-axy of Sports

By DON J O N E S

By J O H N V E R E E N
To highlight the athletic events
of the Fall term the Tar cage
squad will meet the U. of Miami
five in the Orlando Armory tonight
a t 8 PM.
Student support will be one of
the determining factors in making
this the second victory of the season over a powerful oponent. I am
not saying this because we should
see basketball games, but because
there are fifteen fellows on this
campus t h a t are giving their every
afternoon tp the a r t o fthrowing
the ball in the hoop. I believe
these men want to win this game
more than any other on their schedule and immediately make them a
• standout in the state standings this
year.
Support of the varsity competition should be spontaneous, but<
this time I am asking the readers
of this column to tell their friends
and make the Hurricanes know
there ar^ Rollins people in the
armory.
This does highlight the Fall term

•>4

—.5> now at

Sunday the KAs topped the Delta Chis in one of the intramural
tennis upsets of the year. The KA Victory can be credited to the
efforts of Alfredo Millet who hails from Mexico. Because Al did not
play for the Independents and as yet does not have a varsity ten;iis
letter from Rollins, he is eligible to play for the KA's.
The Delta Chis, who have been making « good showing in tennis,
gave way to the KAs after two matches. Millet beat Bruce Lee
G-0, 6-0 in the one singles match played. Millet and Dave Manley
then combined their talents to beat Bud Morrison and Bud Felix
6-4, 6-1.
1
The X Club and the Alpha Phis split after completing their two
singles matches. With the addition of Ed Sheer to the Alpha Phi
tennis team the Alpha Phis were able to hold the X Club to one match.
£ d Sheer beat Ed Motch 6-4, 6-4 in the first singles match. Billy Key
then beat Willard Crompton 6-2,
in sports, a very lean, but vic- 6-5, to even things up. Ed Motch
torious one. On the courts, we and Scotty Witherell will play
have been challenged once, once Norby Mintz and Ed Sheer in a
more tonight and again by the doubles match sometime this week
Cherry Point Marines at the be- to decide the outcome of the presginning of next week. I believe ent tie up between the two teams.
we will take two out of three in The doubles match was not played
Sunday because of rain.
the pre-Christmas tilts.
Only one match between the InPick Pope, a Rollins athlete, upheld the honor of the college in the dependents and the Sigma Nus was
sports world by becoming the played Sunday before the teams
Buzz Benson
World W a t e r Skiing Champion. were rained out.
This single event will give the beat H a r r y Ryder of Sigma Nu 6-0,
college more publicity than the 6-0 in the only match completed.
Buzz is a Sigma Nu pledge, but
sfhole athletic year put together.
he is not eligible to play on their
The intramural program has been
team because he first started playsuccessful. Many have competed
ing for the Indies. The other
-Ind a fine attitude has resulted.
singles and the one doubles match
X Club will win th efootball. Indewill be played this week.
pendents will win tennis and the
As the intramural tennis progolf is between Sigma Nu and the
independents this coming Saturday. gram goes into its last week the
teams stand: Independents, 1st;
X Club, 2nd; and Delta Chi, 3rd.
Unless there is an upset, the teams
will finish in this order.
Johnson's

BARBER SHOP
"We Need Your Head
in Our Business"

intramural Football
>ees Upsets

/or sure/
.Jsia^

new

TOM & JERRY'S

Parker's!

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

OPEN SUNDAYS
Shuffleboard - Dancing
117 N. Orlando Avenue
WINTER PARK
(NoF.E.tu) '
See olso New "51" Spedol
Pen $10.00 (No F. E. tax)

new

U4ftB"

Parker'21

Going Formal?

It looked as if the KAs would
make it a landslide. In the first
few minutes of the game they
drove 56 yards and crossed the
goal-line when Joe Williams passed
to end Jim Wesley for the score.
The half ended t h a t way, but the
Alpha Phi Lambda came back
strong, and in the dying minutes
of the last period Bob Heath connected with a pass to teammate
Ed Sheer, who traveled twenty
yards to promise land.
The boys from Lambda Chi
added two more victories to their
winning column when they downed
Delta Chi and Kappa Alpha, 20-0
and 14-8 respectively.
The Alpha Phi Lambdas suffered a letdown from their previous
game, and the Independents took
full^ advantage of it by defeating
them 19-0. Sam Barley and Ed
Stajk combined their talents to
bring this win to the boys from
500 Chase.

THE SANDSPUR
Makes Good Reading
for the Family
SEND A COPY HOME

Pen
Low in cost—tops in writ- $5.00
ing esse. A real gift buy.
Set
Octanium point . . . seethru ink reservoir of Pliglass . . . many fine-pen $8.75
(NoF.E.tail
features.

The series of upsets t h a t have
taken place in the national football picture this year invaded the
Rollin's Intramural program when
the highly-favored Kappa Alpha
team was held to a tie by an inspired Alpha Phi Lambda aggregation.

SUMMER

TUXEDOS

SHIRTS - TIES

LAKE SHORE
Motor Court

JEWELRY

Orlando Ave.

REEVES JEWELERS
CLOCK, WATCH AND

R. C. BAKER

JEWELRY REPAIR

202 Park Ave., S.

P H O N E 4-6171

Things have resolved themselves into a muddle again.
The Thetas snowed the Freshmen, 41-23, in a sluggish, slopp"^
game t h a t had only one bright-spot, the marked improvement of guard
Lois Paxton.
So now the Independen'ts and Freshmen are tied for first, and the
Thetas and Kappas are deadlocked for second.
Closest game of the week saw the Chi Omegas edge out the
Gamma Phis, 18-16. Other winners were the Freshmen over the
Gamma Phis, Alpha Phis over Gamma Phis, Independents over Phi
Mus, Alpha Phis over Chi Omegas, and Kappas over Chi Omegas.
Some one asked me why the Kappas lost two straight* games,
and I have just one answer. We had won 4 straight, and I hadn't
even popped off about it in this column. Then, despite all my efforts,
John Vereen demanded I give t h e Kappas a big play. Result: we
lost our next two games. So I'm blaming it all on Mr. Vereen.
Anyway, the Freshmen probably won't play off for first place
because of the lack of time. The Thetas and the Kappas might clash
early next week, though, to decide who's to get those 25 points for
second place.
At Intramural Board meeting this Wednesday an AU-Star team
will be selected to play the champion team. That game will probably
come off on one of the last days of school.
Because the All-Star team is always loaded with talent, it usually
defeats the first-place team easily. Always a good game, though, and
not one to miss.
The varsity team will be chosen from the players in this game and
will be selected by the Intramural Board and 'R' Club before Christmas.
If the new varsity decides to enter the City Leagjie again, as 'tis expected it will, it must get ready for a possible game on January 4.
Complications are involved. No mistake about it.
A T H L E T E OF THE W E E K : Ginny Apgar, who led the Thetas
to their upset win over the Freshmen.
LAST CALL: 'Vyhen the game is over, forget it. You will in a
year anyway.

Tars Stomp
Cocoa Five

Members Beat
Actives In Tilt

s t a r t i n g off with a bang, the
Tarmen opened their regular '5051 cage season December 2 with an
86-26 victory over Patrick Air Base
of Cocoa.
Scoring from anyplace on the
hardwood Everett Williams, Rollins
ace forward, accounted for eight
field goals and five free throws for
a total of 21 points. Pete Pierson
was top gunner by chalking-up
nine of the Rocket's 26 markers.
Close behind Williams came Pete
Fay, F r a n k Barker and Delton
Helms with 25, 14, and 11 points
respectively.

Lambda Chi, led by Charlie
Knecht and Ken Horton beat their
pledges last Saturday in a Beer
Bowl game in the Sandspur Bowl,
19-0.
Joe Hull sparked the "pledges for
the Saturday afternoon tilt, but
failed to score. Ken Horton threw
to Knecht for the first score and
Munson scored the next TD.
The third touch was scored by
Horton and Knecht scored the ext r a point. The game was brought
about by a challenge of the pledges
and when it was all over, the teams
joined to celebrate the victory and
loss.

,-====^==:

Heap'um Good Time
at the

Tepee Club
947 N. ORANGE AVE.

WINTER PARK

Have You Seen the New Gift Department???
of

THE SANDSPUR BOOKSHOP
Opposite Colony Theatre
T H E BEST AND T H E LATEST BOOKS, AS USUAL!

i
'

See olso the Porkette
$3.00 (No F.fctax)

346 PARK AVE., SO.

By M A R N E E NORRIS

on Lake Killarney
Excellent Accommodations
for Family or Friends

Halfway between
Sanford
and Orlando off Route 17-92,
1 mile west of Sanford-Orlando Kennel Club.

SHEPARD'S

LONGWOOD HOTEL
Home of the Rollins Room
SMORGASBORG $1.00
COMPLETE DINNER $1.50
Before making any arrangements for banquets or parties
please phone: W.P. 26-9443 for menu suggestions and prices
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TARS MEET HURRICANE FIVE
Barker Leads
Hole In One Champ To Be
RollinsHopes
Is No Dream Crowned Sat.
By WHIT SIMPSON

Brinegar Versatile Man
By JOHN "COON-DOG" GROVE
Versatility seems to be the order of the day for the Rollins
athlete this week. The sport-light comes to rest on Doil Brinegar.
Don's talents include a listing in Who's Who in American Colleges
and Universities, Commander of the Sigma Nu fraternity. Comptroller
of t h e student body, and Vice-President of the R Club. In addition
to this, most girls on campus will testify t h a t Don is a very social
minded boy.
Don is the only returning three letterman on the Rollins campus,
winning numerals in '48, '49 and '50 and establishing himself as a
standout on a crew t h a t won honors in both state and national competition.
While a freshman Brinegar stroked the JV for the first half
of the season, then went to the varsity crew to earn his varsity letter
in his first year. Since then Don has rowed every position on the
port side on varsity.
While Don was rowing with the varsity crews, they twice won
the State Championship, beating Florida Southern and Tampa. Also
the crews placed second in the annual Dad-Vail regatta in New York.
Crew, however, is only t h e beginning of Brinegar's athletic
prowess. Don started an outstanding football career by winning
honors as the best lineman on the '46 Miami High School team
t h a t was considered a powerhouse in southern football circles. Don
brought his football talent to Rollins, playing three years of slam-bang
tackle and end for the Tar Blue and Gold.
To further demonstrate Don's versatility, intramural basketball
time found him shooting a lot of points in fof t h e Sigma Nu five.
Senior Don Brinegar hopes to go into t h e Army Air Cadet prog r a m in July with a host of other Rollins men.
The Fall term has been full, but I believe the varsity sports next
term will liven up and crescendo into a finish in the Spring and see
Rollins at the top in all of its varsity competitions.

For Sale
QUALITY WATER SKIS ! !
Laminated Reinforced Top Plate
Adjustable Shoes
Beautiful Finish
Phone ALLEN TROVILLION - W.P. 3-3871

Doc* O^Brien

This evening at 8 the Miami
Hurricanes basketball team invades Orlando to play its annual
game with Rollins out a t the Davis
Armory.
The highly favored quintet from
Coral Gables will be opening the
season with a team studded with
sophomores and juniors who have
shown great promise in pre-season
drills.
The game should be quite exciting as both coaches have expressed
a great desire to win this first one
because of their inexperienced
squads. Both coaches feel that a
victory tonight would boost the
morale of their respective teams.
Coach Morris' boys will undoubtedly attempt to outrun Rollins
at the outset because of their superior condition. Miami will also
have a definite advantage in height.
This could be an important factor
in the late stages of the game.
The Hurricanes will s t a r t Jagger
Keene, a 6-foot 5-inch sophomore,
at center between Mackie McDonald and Cy Chadroff as forwards.
Keene has been the outstanding
performer in pre-season drills.
Joe Grist and Art Sutherland will
start a t guards.
Sutherland, a
6-foot-5-inch giant, is the most versatile player on the Miami squad
because of his ability to fill in a t
center and forward in an emergency. Morris considers Sutherland the most improved player on
the squad.
Meanwhile, Rollins will field a
vastly improved squad. Among the
holdovers from last year's squad
are: Pete and Jim Fay, Jim Kelly,
and Frankie Natolis, Newcomers
are F r a n k Barker, Ev Williams,
Dick Sieler, Bill Ross, Jim Doran
and Delta Helms.
According to present plans. Barker the big center, will be the
focal point in Rollin's attack. His
ability to control both backboards
in pre-season games has been a
decisive factor.
E vWilliams, forward, and Dick
Sieler, guard, will also bolster Rollins' attack. Williams is an outstanding shot and his play-making
ability is nothing short of sensa
tional. Sieler is without a doubt
the team's finest set shot, artist.
Pete Fay, All-State selection last
year, will hold down t h e other forward position while Jim Fay will
alternate with Frank Natolis at the
other guard. Jack McDowell will
have Jim Kelly, Bill Ross and Jim
Doran as his reserves.
As a whole the Miami squad has
more balance and depth on paper
than the Tars, but Rollins is by
no means ready to concede the
game. The Big Blue has demonstrated a scoring punch that will
keep them in many ball games in
their month old practice sessions.

Next Saturday's golf match between the Independents and the
Sigma Nus will decide the intramural golf championship. The
match should prove to be especially interesting bocau.se of the
fact that both teams are undefeated and are very closely matched. It would be difficult, if not
impossible, to predict the final
The shot was entirely in the air.
outcome of this match.
Ron hit the ball and it struck the
Ron Frymire, Ed Kaptein, Paul
base of the flag with resounding
force. The hole was too long to Shelton, and Wayne Pontious, will
see the direct result and Frymire l)lay compose the Sigma Nu team
believed it had deflected and gone while Al Peterson, Cal Nessler,
Howard Towasen and Dave Estes
into a sand-trap.
will play for the Independents.
Wayne Pontious approached the
hole cautiously. The impossible
was true, it had stayed in the hole!

A hole-in-one, a golfer's dream,
came true to Ron Frymire last
Saturday afternoon at the Dubsdread Country Club. While practicing for the intramural matches
with his teammates Ed Kaptein,
Paul Shelton and Wayne Pontious,
Frymire knocked in the once-in-alife-time shot on the third hole.

A Merry Christmas

For this feat Frymire will receive a ca.se of Miller's Beer,
courtesy of Dubsdread, and many
other gifts. Frymire is now a
member of the Hole-in-one club.

and
Happy New Year
TO YOU ALL
from

THE SANDSPUR
for the Family
Makes Good Reading
SEND A COPY HOME
CORSAGES!

DICK SCHWEIZER'S
SILVER COACH

CORSAGES!

CORSAGES!

at the

Green Gardens
— Gateway Comers —

We Will Deliver Orders Free
Phone 3-7481

Santa
says
"Clean Up"
before leaving
on your vacation

HAS IT!
1.

HoUingsworth and Nunnally's
Christmas Chocolates

2.

Elmer of New Orleans Sweets

3.

The Original DeMets Candy Turtles

HARPER'S

Have your clothes
WASHED and DRYED
ALL IN ONE DAY

BAR & GRILL
Wishes a

ALSO

MERRY CHRISTMAS

A Complete Line of Cosmetics Including

and a

Primrose House — DuBarry — Dorothy Gray

HAPPY NEW YEAR

Elmo — Yardley — Courtley

to all our

Make Our Store Your Gift Suggestion Center

ROLLINS FRIENDS

at the

Launderette
161 W. FAIRBANKS AVE.
PHONE 3-4351

WINTER PARK
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Former Students
Return To Rollins
J a c k Rich, Director of Admissions, recently said, "When classes
resume after Christmas vacation
there will be several new students
since some of the men are to be
drafted next term."
Among former Rollins students
r e t u r n i n g will be Les Boyd, Sally
Duffy, Kitsie Graham, Edie White,
Dale Travis, Jinx Steele and Joan
Grant.
Mr. Rich also said, "In addition
to these students we will have room
to admit five additional new students, three boys and two girls".
The present enrollment of the
college is 628.
SCHOLARSHIP
(Continued from page 1)
to exceed $500,000.
Of the $38,000 so far raised, $17,000 has been contributed by individuals and doubled by t h e anonymous donor. The added $4,000 has
been given by non-Winter Park,
Maitland, and Eatonville residents
and t h e Council contribution of t h e
Fiesta profits. These monies which
will not be doubled bring t h e total
to $38,461.36.
The anonymous donor will still
double any and all contributions by
local residents, up to $500 each.
The money is now invested by
t h e college and is drawing interest
a t t h e r a t e of three and a half per
cent per year. These earnings of
the principal will be used as a loan
and scholarship fund, the principal
being left intact.
The exact date when money will
be available to the students is still
unknown.
FIESTA
(Continued from page I'*
it. I, therefore, with sincere sorrow, tender my resignation as head
of the Fiesta Committee."
After
Vreeland's
resignation
Anne Garretson suggested t h a t a
committee of chairmen be organized to which President Ken Horton replied t h a t , "We must have
an over all co-ordinator."
There was no question by repres.entatives t h a t plans for holding
the Fiesta should be dropped, but
no volunteers for the chairman's
job could be found among those
assembled in the Alumni House.
A suggestion of President Horton t h a t t h e representatives present the situation to their individual
groups, in hopes t h a t someone will
volunteer for the job, ended the
discussion on this topic.
Ed Gushing expressed t h a t the
$35 cost for the Student Association
cards
for
housemothers
"doesn't seem reasonable." Considering the numerous Student activities t h a t the ownership of one
of the cards includes. Council
passed the motion for the sale of
the cards to housemothers a t the
approved price.
• T H E A T E R TIME TABLE
COLOiVY—ThnrKdiiy t h r u Siiiurdny
"Union S t a t i o n , " W i l l i a m H o l d e n
& N a n c y Olson, S u n d a y t h r u T u e s d a y "The M i n i v e r Story," G r e e r
G a r s o n & W a l t e r Pidg'eon. AVeduesdiiy t h r u F r i d n y
"Macbeth."
OrKon W e l l e s .
BK.ACHAM—Thursday / h r u S a t u r d a y
" T h e P e t t y -Girl," R o b e r t C n m m i n s s & J o a n Caulfield.
Sunday
t h r u W e d n e s d a y "Kingr Solomon's
Mines."
RIAI.TO—Wedne.sday t h r a S a t u r d a y
" T h e G r e a t J e w e l R o b b e r . " David
Brian & Marjorie Reynolds and
" N o r t h ot t h e G r e a t D i v i d e " with
Roy Rog-ers, S u n d a y t h r u T u e s d a y "Convicted," Glenn F o r d .
AOGXIB—Thursday * F r i d a y "I'll
Get B y . " J u n e H a v e r ,
Saturday
o n l y "The Good H u m o r Man," J a c k
Carson.
Sunday
and
Monday
" U n i o n S t a t i o n , " "William H o l d e n
& N a n c y Olsen.
W I N T E R P A R K DRIVE-IJT—Thursd a y t h r u S a t u r d a y ".Johnny OneE y e , " P a t O'Brien & W a v n e M o r r i s . S h o w s a t 6:15-8:28-10. S u n d a y
t h r u T h u r s d a y "To P l e a s e A L a d y , "
Clark Gable & B n r b a r a Stanwyck.
Also
Selected
Short
Subjects.
S h o w s a t 6:15-8:40-10.
PRARIE LAKE DRIVE-IN—Thursd a y tbn S a t u r d a y " T h e F i r e b a l l , "
M i c k e y R o o n e y & P a t O'Brien.
S u n d a y t h r u T u e s d a y " I n t r u d e r in
t h e D u s t , " Claude J a r m a n . 6-8-10
on S u n d a y s 6:15-8:15-10:30 w e e k days.
I

Like Rudolph
The Red Nosed Reindeer
A N D LEAD THE CHRISTMAS PARADE
With GiFts That Bear The Distinctive Label Oi

The GOLDEN CRICKET
Evans Is Elegance
To every woman of discrimination an Evans Fitted Handbag is the last
word. Come in today and feast your eyes because these beauties won't
last long. Elegance also applies to the exquisite line of lighters, smoking
sets and compacts.

At Lasi . . .
Our relentless efforts and frantic ^hone calls to headquarters brought
results and a shipment of the glamorous 1951 original designs of Pennino Jewelry has arrived in for this year's Christmas shopping. Every
lady of good taste loves to be seen in these lovely and distinctive creations including sparkling rhinestones for evening.

For Men Only
Ideal gifts for office or home, such as barometers, Evans and Ronson cigarette lighters, smoking and bar accessories, men's jewelry and leather
goods.
Browse around and you'll find the perfect gift for every one on your list
from the hundreds of other items shown. As you know, we wrap your
gifts beautifully and, if you wish, we will pack them carefully and ship
them for arrival by Christmas.

The GOLDEN CRICKET takes this opportunity of wishing all its good
friends a chirping holiday season and may Rudolph lead Santa's
sleigh your way.

GIFT

SHOP

